THANKS TO YOU 2013 WAS A GREAT YEAR AT LCF!
Click Here To Read All About It -

Donate Here

Click here to peek inside the Ako books and receive our special holiday offer for the six book series.

Find organic spices from Madagascar in our Amazon store

We're Teaming Up With The Jacksonville Zoo!
Christina Dembiec and the Jacksonville Zoo are leading an Ako Series: Madagascar Lemur Adventures workshop for zoo educators.

We’re working hard to bring the Ako Project to teachers, students, classrooms, and zoos near you, and looking forward to inspiring the next generation of Lemur ‘Conservationeers’!

In 2013 LCF worked with Kris Whipple to produce Ako Project based classroom materials that teachers can use to help meet grade appropriate goals in science, math, language arts, and more. Kris’s recent project include Disney Nature Workbooks for nature series like African Cats, Chimpanzee and Bears as well as Pixar’s Finding Nemo 3-D. She also worked on interpretive training programs for The San Diego Zoo and San Diego Safari Park.

LCF’s Ako Project will begin 2014 with a one day workshop hosted by Christina Dembiec and the Jacksonville Zoo, Kris Whipple, and Pattie Walsh, LCF’s Director of Research and Operations. In addition to classroom based presentations and materials for teachers we are engaging with zoo educators to develop professional, continuing education program where teachers can become ‘Ako Certified’.

Bringing the Ako Project to teachers helps motivate and inspire students to pursue careers in science and conservation biology, foster compassion and action for animals and the environment - creating a lemurs friendly world for their future.

Would you like to learn more about the Ako Project? Click here to read about the six book series, written by Dr. Alieonily and illustrated by Deborah Ross.

‘This enchanting and ravishingly illustrated little book about some of the world’s most beautiful and’
Results of Madagascar's Run Off Election To Be Announced 7 January

*The Economist* reports a nervous wait for election results, 'Some Malagasy have allowed a bit more sunlight to creep into their forecasts since the final round of a presidential election on December 20th, whose results are due to be announced on January 7th. "I have hope, but not confidence," offered Lalaiana Razamaniriama, a school administrator, as she stood outside a polling station in the capital, Antananarivo.'

READ MORE HERE

While *Business Week* reports that Madagascar’s former finance minister, Hery Rajaonarimampianina, is leading in the race to become the Indian Ocean island nation’s next president, the electoral commission said, with 95 per cent of the ballots counted. READ MORE
Thank You For Your Involvement & Support

We have had a very successful and exciting year at the Lemur Conservation Foundation (LCF) with some significant achievements in our conservation, education, and outreach partnerships. Thanks to your involvement, we are able to increase our impact in the communities we serve, as well as meet the challenges facing lemurs, the most endangered primates species in the world, and Madagascar’s important biodiversity.

At this time we invite you to join us as we build on our successes. For example, in 2012 all three of the rare Mongoose lemurs born in the United States belonged to LCF. In addition to the Mongoose lemur births, Ansell, a Ring-tailed lemur, gave birth to twins. Ansell is an experienced mother, who gave birth in the forest for the second time and reared her infants while leading her troop, marking a significant achievement for our free-ranging colony.

This is why we ask you to consider a year-end gift to help us expand our success in lemur propagation, the core of our mission, onsite research opportunities, and education outreach that will help build awareness about lemurs and sustain their populations in the future.

In 2014 LCF’s Ako Project, a series of six books for children 4 to 8 years old, written by Dr. Alison Jolly and illustrated by Deborah Ross, will launch a conservation education program in the United States. We are also implementing a continuing education program for teachers with our education colleagues at the Florida Association of Zoos and Aquariums. These Ako based workshops, along with our ‘Teachers’ Institute For Conservation Ecology’ will help teachers become ‘Ako Certified,’ and bring this vital conservation message into classrooms across the state. Your participation helps to make conservation education programs like these possible.
Please consider making a gift to the Lemur Conservation Foundation - to help advance lemur science, inspire young conservationists, and continue the success of our lemur colony, which holds some of the most genetically valuable lemurs in the world.

As you enjoy this holiday season we thank you for thinking of LCF, and the things we can achieve together for education, science, and lemur conservation.

Sincerely,

Lee Nesler  
Executive Director & CEO  
Lemur Conservation Foundation  

CLICK HERE TO DONATE

THE LEMUR CONSERVATION FOUNDATION IS A REGISTERED NONPROFIT IN THE STATE OF FLORIDA (REGISTRATION#CH367268) INFORMATION CAN BE OBTAINED BY CALLING THE FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND CONSUMER SERVICES. THE TOLL FREE NUMBER OF THE DEPARTMENT IS 1-800-435-7352 CALLING FROM WITHIN THE STATE OF FLORIDA OR 1-800-410-3800 CALLING FROM OUTSIDE THE STATE OF FLORIDA.

Contact Info:  
LCF Executive Director & CEO  
Lee Nesler  
941-322-8494